OH SLTCOP
Essay Questions
Read the following complaint scenarios or situations and answer the questions that
follow. The questions that follow each scenario may have multiple answers. The number
of points assigned to each question represents the number of expected correct answers.
Each correct answer receives one point and no additional credit will be given. Write your
answers in the space below each question. Short and simple answers are best.
1.

Mrs. Turnley is an 88 year old widow with one daughter. She has resided in this
nursing facility for three years. She has a history of diabetes and for years has
refused to follow the prescribed treatment for this condition. During the last couple
of years, Mabel Turnley has developed other disabilities which have restricted her
enjoyment of life.
Now Mrs. Turnley has gangrene in both legs. She has become despondent and
apathetic. Although she is usually able to tell people exactly what she wants, she
has begun to occasionally lose her train of thought. Her statements aren't always
directly relevant to the conversation and the nursing home administrator does not
believe she can make her own decisions.
When her physician advises Mabel that both legs must be amputated in order to
save her life, she refuses the surgery. Mrs. Turnley's daughter Jane, who does
not have power of attorney or guardianship, says that Mabel is tired of living with
increasing disabilities and wouldn't want to continue without her legs. Jane
supports her refusal of the surgery. The administrator states that he will transfer
Mabel out of the nursing home if she continues to refuse surgery, stating that this
action is consistent with facility policy regarding refusal of treatment.

a.

When you visit Mrs. Turnley, you observe that she is very sleepy and only
responds to some of your questions; you are unable to determine her capacity to
make decisions. What alternatives are available to you for obtaining consent to
handle this problem? (2 points)

b.

What is one thing you would look for to determine whether a client is basing her
decision on informed consent? (1 point)
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You learn through investigation that Jane has refused to allow the surgery because her
mother documented her wishes in this regard several years ago. Prior to her admission
to the nursing home three years ago, Mabel had lived with her daughter for thirteen
years.
c.
What type of decision-making process is Jane using in refusing the surgery on
her mother's behalf? (1 point)

d.

What questions will you ask Jane in order to gain a clearer understanding of
Mabel's refusal to undergo surgery? (2 points)

e.

List three things required of nursing facilities by the Patient Self-Determination
Act. (3 points)

f.

If Mabel's wishes are contradictory to the nursing facility's policy, what is the
facility's responsibility to Mabel? (1 point)
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